
Chapter-12 

Some Debated Issues Concerning Samavaya 

with Concluding Remarks 

There are some unique Nyaya-Vai5e$ika theories which are 

not shared by any other systems. Samavaya is one of them. The 

Nyaya-Vaise$ika insists that whatever comes into the range of our 

experience must have its counterpart in the external world. It avers 

that in a cognition like 'cloth is white' and whiteness appears as an 

entity separate from the cloth in which it is experienced as residing. 

An object of our experience which is one integral whole is thus 

resolved into two components. If so, there must be some device to 

unite them once again. That device was conceived in the form of 

inherent relation called samavaya. The function of samavaya is to 

relate two entities which are inseparable. This relation, again, is 

held to be an external objective reality, i.e., a padartha. Thus not 

only are there two separate objective entities, cloth and whiteness; 

there is, besides them, a third entity, the relation between them 

which is yet another objective reality. If the first five categories, 

substance, quality, action, etc., are the bricks of the Nyaya

Vai5e$ika structure, the mortar to unite them is provided by the 

sixth category, samavaya. It is the sine qua non of the Nyaya

Vai5e$ika metaphysical structure which makes it possible for the 

school to hold qualities and movement (gul}a and karma) to be 

entities separate from their substance ( dravya), and to hold the jar 

and jarness (ghata and ghatatva) to be two realities, different in 

essence. Above all, it is the magic of samavaya which enables the 

Nyaya-Vai5e$ika to regard threads and cloth as two different 

substances, and to reconcile somehow the violation of the 

fundamental principle that two material substances cannot occupy 



the same space. It is again the miracle of samavaya which makes 

an inherent cause, say yarn, to retain its essence to itself in entirely 

and yet to produce, in some mysterious way, a new essence of its 

effect (cloth). In short, samavaya is a unique device to meet all the 

predicaments and contradictions involved in the metaphysical 

structure of the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika. Samavaya has been defined as 

the relation between two inseparables, ayutasiddhas. As to that 

what constitutes insepara-bleness is an intricate and disputed point. 

We propose to consider some of them in this chapter. 

I Buddhist-Nyaya Dialogue 

In connection with the conception of relations a basic conflict 

emerges between the schools. According to the Buddhists, all reality 

consists of detached, disconnected and discreet bits called moments 

or k$al}as, and all relations of those bits of reality are only mental 

and unreal. The Nyaya-Vai5e$ika, on the other hand, holds all 

relations to be objective realities. When one substance is connected 

with another, as in the case of 'a man with a stick' (dal}(li puru$a), 

the connection subsisting between the two substances, the man and 

the stick, is an objective reality existing in the external world apart 

from the two objects connected by it. A separate entity called 

samyoga is conceived as a quality, which, although by itself one, 

resides simultaneously in the two substances connected by it. The 

relation of samyoga subsists between two substances occupying two 

different spaces. Samavaya, on the other hand, is a relation which 

subsists between two entities occupying the same space. For 

instances, the samavaya relation subsists between a substance and 

its qualities, movement, etc., or between two substances standing 

in the relation of cause and effect or what is the same , in the 

relation of parts and their whole (avayavas and avayavin). But 

samavaya is not a quality like samyoga. It is an entity of its own 
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kind, a separate category. In as much as sarhyoga is a quality, it 

resides by samavaya relation in the two substances which it 

connects. It would, thus, appear that sarhyoga, which connects two 

substances, is itself related to them by samavaya. This shows how 

the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika went on boldly heaping one reality upon 

another as a counterpart of every phase of our experience. This is 

realism with a vengeance which stands in radical conflict with the 

idealism of the Buddhist. But could the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika go the 

whole length? A question naturally arises: if a relation called 

sarhyoga requires another relation called samavaya, to subsist in 

the substances which it relates, samavaya should also, by the same 

logic, require some other relation to subsist in the entities which are 

related by it. That would mean a series of relations ad infinitum. 

The Nyaya-Vai5e$ika, therefore, declares that samavaya is a sort of 

absolute relation which does not require any other relation for its 

own subsistence in the objects. On this question, the Nyaya

Vai5e$ika was vehemently attacked by the Buddhist and others. 

II Samavaya and the Theory of Causation 

It has been stated that the realism of the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika is 

based amongst other things, on its theory of causation, called the 

theory of 'non-existent effect' or asat-karya-vada. According to that 

theory, the cause and the effect, e.g., threads and cloth are two 

separate substances, of which the latter resides the former but 

inherent relation or samavaya. That relation makes it possible for 

the two different and separate substances to occupy the same 

space. Sridhara says that they appear as blended together like an 

iron ball and fire, ayah-pim;Ja-vah(livat (Nyaya Kandali). It is for this 

reason that the material cause is designated in the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika 

system as samavayi-kara(la, i.e., the cause which contains its effect 
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within it by samavaya relation. The samavaya relation is thus the 

basis of the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika theory of causation. 

The conception of samavaya seems to have originated in 

connection with the theory of causation. It explains the substance of 

an effect in its cause, or in other words, the subsistence of one 

substance in another substance in such a way that both of them 

occupy the same space. In all probability, the conception of 

samavaya at first originated in connection with the relation of cause 

and effect. Ka~Jada does not speak of qualities, movements or 

universals to be residing in their substances by samavaya relation. 

He defines samavaya as that which produces in respect of cause 

and effect the notion of this being contained in that: ihedam iti 

yata/J karya-kara(layo/J sa samavaya/J. l The samavaya thus makes 

the relation of cause and effect as that of the container and the 

contained, adhara and adheya. It appears that once the relation of 

samavaya was established in connection with the theory of 

causation, its scope was extended to the subsistence of qualities, 

movements or universals in their substances; and at a later stage, 

when a separate category vise?a was formulated, it was also held to 

be residing in atoms or other eternal substances by the same 

relation. In the case of non-eternal qualities and movements reside 

by inherent relation, was regarded as their samavayi-kara(la on the 

analogy of the 'whole' and its 'parts', 'the whole subsisting in its 

parts' by inherent relation or samavaya. 

It is clear that full significance of the intricate structure of the 

Nyaya-Vai5e$ika metaphysics was not realized by the later writers. 

Visvanatha declares that samavaya is assumed as a separate 

category for the sake of brevity (laghava) .2 He points out if an 

effect were held to be subsisting in its cause, or qualities, etc., 

subsisting in their substances by the very nature of their substrata 
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(instead of samavaya relation), then the substrata being endless, 

relations would also be endless. It would thus lead to needless 

multiplication of assumptions, ka/pana-gaurava 3 , and therefore, for 

the sake of brevity, it was better to assume one separate relation 

called samavaya. It is, however, doubtful if the assumption of 

samavaya actually leads to brevity. As a matter of fact, acceptance 

of a new category involves more assumptions (gaurava) then the 

acceptance of the relation in the form of the substrata which, 

although endless, do not involve the assumption of a new category. 

The theory of samavaya was not conceived for the sake of brevity, 

as Visvanatha says, but that it was the very basis of the entire 

Nyaya-Vai5e$ika metaphysical structure. 

, 
III Sridhara on Samavaya 

Concluding his discourse on samavaya, Srldhara summarizes 

the theory in a Karikathus: 

Parasparopasati7sfe$o bhinnanam yatkrto bhavat, 

Samavayal} sa vijfleyal} svatantarya-pratirodhakal}. 4 

The Karika says that relation should be understood as 

samavaya which causes different and separate entities to blend 

together. It precludes the independent existence of one of them. 

Effect, quality, movement, universal and vi5e$a are never found 

existing independently of their substrata. As for the first part of the 

statement that in the case of inherent relation, samavaya, two 

related entities appear as if blended together. Srldhara establishes 

the point by contrasting the nature of inherent relation, samavaya 

with that of conjunction, samyoga. It would, therefore, be desirable 

to note some of the points of distinction between samavaya and 

sam yoga. 
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First, sarhyoga obtains exclusively between two substances, 

as between a stick and a person ( da(7(ii puru$a) while inherent 

relation or samavaya does so (i) between two substances, as in the 

case of an effect residing in its cause, (ii) between a substance and 

a non-substance as in the case of a quality, movement, universal, 

or vise$a residing in a substance, and (iii) between two non

substances, as in the case of a universal residing in qualities and 

movement. Secondly, sarhyoga exists between two substances 

which can be separated, whereas samavaya exists between two 

entities which cannot be separated. A man and a stick which are 

related by sarhyoga can be separated but the cause and the effect 

which is related by samavaya, the effect cannot be separated from 

its cause, i.e., a cloth cannot exist independently of threads. 

Thirdly, there is another difference between these two kinds of 

relation. In the case of samavaya, the two entities necessarily stand 

in the relation of the container and the contained, iidhiira-iidheya

bhiiva. That which cannot exist without the other is always the 

contained, iidheya, and the other which can exist independently is 

always the container, the substratum, e.g., effect, qualities, etc., 

are always the contained and the substance in which they reside is 

the container or the substratum. In the case of the universal 

residing in qualities and movement, the universal is the contained, 

and the qualities and movement are the container or the substrata. 

But in the case of sarhyoga, the two substances connected by it are 

not necessarily in the relation of the container and the contained. In 

the instance of the fruits in the basket, there does exist the relation 

of the container and the contained, but in the instance of the two 

connected sticks that relation does not exist; one of them is not the 

substratum of the other. Prasastapada describes and defines 

samavaya as that relation which obtains between such inseparables 

as are in the relation of the container and the contained, and cause 

the notion of the latter existing in the former. Ayutasiddhanam-
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adharyadharabhtJtanam yab sambandha ihapratyayahetub sa 

samavaya(1. 5 

In Nyaya-Kandali, Srldhara answers an opponent who raises a 

question as to why a universal like cow-ness be held to be different 

from an individual cow, when the two are not cognized as two 

separate objects but as only one. He says, as to the undivided 

cognition in the form 'this is a cow' (in which there is no distinction 

between the individual cow and its universal cow-ness), the 

cognition is due to the efficacy of samavaya, samavaya samarthyat. 

In sarhyoga, on the other hand, there is the cognition of the relation 

between the two (and hence also a cognition of two) separate 

objects, but it is the magic power of samavaya that the two objects 

which are related by it appear as if they were blended together like 

an iron ball and fire, aya(1-pim;Ja-vah(1ivat pinr;libhtJtav pratiyete. 

What Sridhara brings out here is that in the case sarhyoga, 

the two related objects distinctly appear to be two, but in the 

samavaya relation, although in reality they are two, they appear as 

one, and further, it is also the peculiar nature of samavaya that are 

of the objects related by it never exist independently of the other. 

The question is why and how samavaya makes the two objects 

appear as one, and why, at the same time, they are also cognized 

as two. In the case of qualities, movement, universal and vi5e$a 

residing in a substance, the explanation may be put forward that 

being non-substances, they have their abode in a substance, and 

looked at from the point of view of their substratum, the two appear 

as one. The difficulty, however, arises in the case of parts and the 

whole, (the cause of the effect) which are held to be two 

substances, and which, as such, should not appear as one. The 

explanation of the contradiction is that the two substances when 

they occupy the same space appear as one for the simple reason 

that our intellect is habituated to think that two substances must 
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occupy two different spaces. Of all the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika writers, it is 

only Jayanta who has explicitly laid down that the two substances 

related by samavaya occupy the same space. Occupation of the 

same space by two objects is conceivable when one of the objects 

related by samavaya is a substance and the other is a non

substance, e.g., quality etc. but how can it be possible in the case 

of two material substances (parts and the whole) to occupy the 

same space? The only answer that the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika school can 

give is that this miracle is wrought by samavaya owing to its magic 

power. 

IV Jayanta on Samavaya 

In connection with the discussion on the relation between a 

universal and its individuals, Jayanta introduces an opponent who 

declares that the very idea of a relation between two inseparables is 

self-contradictory. How can inseparableness, ayuta siddhata and 

relationship be reconciled? Katham samgacchate? Only those 

objects which exist separately like a basket and plum, or a man and 

woman (stri-puru$avat v§) can be related to one another. 

Inseparable things, however, being one and identical, which of them 

can be related to what? Another absurdity is to hold a substance 

and its qualities as two entities and to imagine a relation existing 

between them. 

In Nyaya-Manjari, Jayanta answers the opponent in a Karika: 

Pratiti-bhedad bhedosti desa-bhedas tu ne$yate, 

Tenatra kalpayate vrttil; samavayal; sa ucyate. 

In the Karika, it is said that there is certainly a difference 

(between parts and the 'whole', or a substance and its qualities, 
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etc.) which is proved on account of its being cognized by us, but the 

difference of the space (occupied by two such things, as parts and 

the 'whole', or a substance and its qualities, etc.) cannot be 

accepted, and, therefore, the relation of samavaya must be 

assumed in such cases. 

The argument of Jayanta in a nutshell is: we directly 

apprehend such pairs as parts and their 'whole' or a substance and 

its qualities. They occupy one and the space which means that one 

of them subsisting in the other. It becomes, therefore, necessary to 

assume an extraordinary relation, i.e., samavaya to explain the 

subsistence of one of the pair in the other. Obviously, Jayanta has 

struck here a basic point of the Nyaya-Vaise~ika position. 

v Vacaspati Misra on Samavaya 

The Nyayavartika tatparyatika is Vacaspati's masterpiece in 

which the conflict with the Buddhist reaches its climax, and as a 

consequence thereof, a firm foundation of the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika 

realism is laid. He is the author of the famous dictum of the Nyaya

Vai5e$ika school, viz., sambid eva hi bhagavati vasttJpagame nab 

sara(lam. 

Vacaspati adduced the following argument to establish the 

relation of samavaya. Parts and their 'whole', qualities and their 

substrata, movements and their substrata, universals and their 

individuals are experienced as mutually related, otherwise 

cognitions and expressions like 'cloth in the threads', 'white cloth' or 

'cloth is a substance', would not be possible. If it be objected that in 

the instances like 'white cloth' and others there is the cognition of a 

common substratum (samanadhikara(lya), and not of any relation, 

it may be questioned as to what is meant by a common substratum. 
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If common substratum means identity, then in that case the 

cognition and the assertion of a second thing will be mere 

repetition. Intelligent people do not consider it to be a repetition, 

because having cognized one of the two members of a pair (parts 

and their 'wholes', etc.,), they want to know the other. And an 

object which is one cannot consist of two objects, become duality, 

being the substratum of difference and being invariably associated 

with it, cannot subsist in one object. It will involve contradiction. It 

is, therefore, clear that in such cases as 'white cloth', etc., there are 

two different objects which are mutually related; but they are 

experienced as having a common substratum, (i.e., identical). 

Without a relation between them that experience of identity will be 

impossible as in the case of two different objects like a cow and a 

horse. 

Vacaspati Misra then proceeds to explain the difference 

between the two kinds of subsistence. One of them is in the form of 

having a common substratum (samanadhikara(lya), as in the above 

instances where the subsistence is called samavaya relation. The 

other kind of subsistence is seen in the instances like 'curd in the 

vessel' where the two objects are experienced as separate entities 

( vaiyadhikara(lyena), which is case of sarhyoga relation. Vacaspati 

has put forward, more or less, the argument of Jayanta in a 

somewhat different way. According to Vacaspati, parts and the 

'whole', or a substance and its qualities appear as two related 

objects, and despite the fact that they appear as identical, they 

must be regarded as separate entities on account of their being two 

separate cognitions and two separate expressions. And further, the 

two related things which appear as identical have an extraordinary 

relation called samavaya which is differentiated from connection, 

sarhyoga. Obviously, common substratum (samanad-hikara(lya) 

here means nothing but the occupation of the same space. 
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'Adhikara(la', 'asraya' or 'desa' in the case of samavaya 

relation usually means the substratum in which something resides 

and not the space. For instance, parts are the adhikara(la 

(substratum) of the 'whole' or the substance is the substratum of its 

qualities. In this sense, parts and their 'whole', or a substance and 

its qualities do not have a common substratum 

(samanadhikara(lya), because while the 'whole' like cloth resides in 

its parts, the threads, the latter reside in their own parts called 

arhsus (fibers of cotton) or, while the white colour of a cloth resides 

in the cloth, the latter resides in its parts, i.e., the threads, and thus 

the adhikara(las are different in both cases. 

When it is said that a 'whole' in its parts, or qualities in their 

substance, reside by samavaya relation, it implies that samavaya 

which relates the two must also reside in both of them, but, 

according to the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika theory, only the container (i.e., 

the parts or the substance) is spoken of as samavayin (i.e., 

containing something in it by samavaya relation), while the 

contained entity (i.e., the 'whole' or the qualities) is spoken of as 

samaveta (contained in something by samavaya relation ) . In the 

case of the relation called sam yoga, there is no such distinction. In 

the instance of 'a man with a stick', both the 'man' and the 'stick' 

may be spoken of as sarhyogin (having the relation of sarhyoga) or 

as sarhyukta (connected by sarhyoga). The reason of this difference 

between sarhyoga and samavaya has already been explained. 

Prasastapada says, rather inadvertently that the property of being 

samavayin belongs to all the first categories: dravyadinam 

pancanam samavayitvam. 6 Srldhara corrects this statement by 

explaining that here the property of being samavayin only means 

subsistence by samavaya: samavayitvam samavaya lak$a(la vrtti/J/ 

i.e., the property of being samaveta which belongs to all the five 
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categories. A substance when in the form of an effect or 'whole' is 

samaveta in its cause (parts). 

Be it as it may, samavaya must be held to be subsisting in the 

container, i.e., there must be samavaya of the 'whole' in its parts, 

or the samavaya of colour in a substance on account of which the 

parts or the substance is said to be samavayin (i.e., containing 

something by samavaya relation). But here arises a difficulty. By 

what relation will samavaya itself subsist in an object? If it be by 

another samavaya or some other relation, that will lead to a process 

ad infinitum. The Nyaya-Vai5e$ika, therefore, holds that samavaya 

does not require any other relation for its subsistence. It subsists by 

itself. Commenting on Prasastapada's characterization of samavaya 

as independent, svatantra, Sridhara says that samavaya being 

independent does not subsist by any other relation as sarhyoga 

does: svatantrab, sarhyogavat sambandhantare(1a na vartate. 8 It 

means that sarhyoga, which itself resides in the objects (which it 

connects) by samavaya, is dependent on those objects in as much 

as it is their quality. But samavaya is not a quality or property of 

any other object on which it may be said to be dependent; it is a 

separate category. The question as to the relation by which 

samavaya subsists in the container ( adhara) is not, however, 

answered. 

Moreover, if samavaya subsists in the container which is on 

that account called samavayin, it should be held to be the property 

of the container, and there must be some relation by whom that 

property would subsist therein: A bold answer comes from 

Uddyotakara. To the question, "why is samavaya regarded as 

independent, svatantra," he replies: "It is because it has no other 

samavaya relation for its subsistence. Whatever subsists elsewhere 

must subsist by some relation, and, therefore, samavaya (which 

has no relation for its subsistence) does not subsist anywhere: 
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samavayantarabhavatyadpi yatra vartate tad v(f:tya tatra vartate. 

na ca samavayantararh samavayasya vrttir asti (Nyaya-Vartika) 9 • 

Uddyotakara argues that samavaya does not subsist 

anywhere because it can be designated by the term paficapadartha

vrtti 10• Whatever can be designated by that term does not subsist 

anywhere, as for instance, an atom (parama!Juvat). That term is, 

however, used here in two different senses. An atom is designated 

by the term when it is interpreted to mean "in which there is 

subsistence of five categories." Here it is expounded as Bahuvrihi. 

Samavaya is also designated by the same term, but in that case, it 

is interpreted to mean something different, i.e., the relation of five 

categories. Here it is expounded as tat-puru$a: paficanarh 

padarthanarh vrtti{l. Even Vacaspati, notwithstanding his reverence 

for Uddyotkara, was constrained to have a fling at his argument. In 

that way it can be argued that because a cow and speech are both 

designated by the word 'go', speech should also possess horns like 

the cow: ma bhtJd go-sabdasamyena vagadinam a pi vi?anitvam 

( Nyaya- Vartika- Tatparyatikal. 

Uddyotakara goes a step further, when confronted with the 

question, if samavaya does not subsist anywhere, why is there a 

notion of inherence or samavaya of cloth in the threads? He 

answers: that notion of subsistence of samavaya is an illusion: 

mithya-pratyaya evai$a iti ( Nyaya- Vartika). 

Uddyotakara, of course, is the solitary instance of a Nyaya

Vai5e$ika writer who holds that samavaya does not subsist 

anywhere. Other writers merely maintain that samavaya does not 

subsist in its substratum by another relation. They never say that it 

does not subsist at all. Prasastapada, however, includes samavaya 

also in the list of the entities which are subsistent ( asrita) in some 
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object: asritatvati1 canyatra nitya-dravyebhyal)11 • Commenting on 

this inclusion, srTdhara says that subsistence c asritatva) here means 

'being cognized as dependent': asritatvati1 paratantratayopalabdhi/J 

(Nyaya-Kandali )12 • Obviously, this contradicts Srldhara's own 

statement that samavaya is independent ( svatantra). The position 

of the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika has been stated by Prasastapada: Samavaya 

has got no other relation of subsistence; it is itself in the nature of 

the relation of subsistence ( vrttt): samavayasya nanya vrttir asti 

tasmat svatma-vrtti/J 13 • Srldhara remarks: it is not true that 

samavaya which has no relation of subsistence does not subsist in 

an object. Being itself in the nature of a relation, it subsists in an 

object by itself without the need of any other relation. 

VI Perception of Samavaya 

Now we are in a position to appreciate the full significance of 

an internal controversy of the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika school. The followers 

of the Nyaya school hold that samavaya is perceptible while, those 

of the Vai5e$ika deny it: samavayasya pratyak$a-varnanam nyaya

matena, Vai5e$ikamate tu samavayo'tindriyal) ( Tarka-Kaumudi of 

Laugak$i-bhaskara) 14 • The reason for this difference of opinion 

between the two allied schools is not usually appreciated. According 

to the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika theory, an object can be perceived only if it 

comes in contact with the sense. Senses being substances can have 

contact in the form of samyoga only with other substances. In the 

case of perception of non-substances i.e., qualities or universals 

residing in qualities, indirect contacts are postulated. For instance, 

in the perception of the universal, 'colour-ness' (nJpatva) residing in 

the colour of a jar, the form of the contact is inherence in a thing 

which is inherent in a connected substance (samyukta samaveta 

samavaya, i.e., connected inherent inherence). There is inherence 

(samavaya) of colour-ness in the colour which is inherent 
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(samaveta) in the jar (the substance) which is connected with the 

eye. Six kinds of such contacts are accepted in the system. The 

sixth of these contacts is called the relation of being an attribute 

( vi5e$al}a bhava) which is accepted in the case of the perception of 

non-existence ( abhava). It is held that if any object, substance or 

non-substance, comes into contact with the sense by any of the first 

five forms of contact, and if there resides in that object any non

existence as its attribute, the non-existence is perceived by the 

sixth form of contact, (i.e., vi5e$al}a bhava). 

The followers of the Nyaya-school point out that samavaya is 

also an attribute of the object in which something resides by that 

relation, and that samavaya also, like non-existence, is perceived 

by the sixth kind of contact. It appears that the Nyaya-Vaise$ika 

conceived the sixth kind of contact mainly to uphold the perception 

of non-existence against the Mlmarhsaka who emphatically denied 

it. According to the Mlmarhsaka, non-existence is comprehended by 

a separate means of knowledge called the non-apprehension or the 

non-existence of apprehension (anupalabdhi or abhava pramal}a). 

In the Tarka-bha$a of Kesava Misra, a Mlmarhsaka opponent points 

out that to be an attribute ( vi5e$al}a bhava) is no relation at all, 

because a real objective relation must be different from the objects 

related by it, and to be an attribute is not different from the 

attribute itself. Kesava Misra does not rebut that assertion of the 

Mlmarhsaka, but meets the objection by pointing out that the 

principle that only the objects in contact with the sense can be 

perceived-is applicable only in the case of positive objects. Non

existence being a negative entity may be perceived even without 

sense-object contact, merely by being an attribute. Now if only 

negative objects are perceived through the sixth contact, samavaya 

not being negative one, cannot be perceived through this form of 

contact. Strongly enough, Kesava Misra himself overlooked the 

implication of his own statement, and true to his allegiance to the 
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Nyaya school, maintained, while describing the sixth kind of 

contact, that samavaya was also perceived through that vise?a(la 

bhava contact. 

The reason of the difference of opinion on this point between 

the two schools, in all probability, was this: The Vai5e$ika-school, 

which was responsible for developing the metaphysical structure of 

the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika, realized the difficulties in explaining the 

subsistence of samavaya in an object. The Vai5e$ika-school was 

conscious of the difficulty in establishing a sense-contact with the 

samavaya, and was, therefore, content to hold samavaya to be 

merely inferable. The statement of Prasastapada to the effect that 

samavaya is itself in the nature of subsistence and has no other 

relation of subsistence. In the same context he says that samavaya 

is imperceptible, because it has no relation of subsistence, as is 

found in the universal existence (satta) which resides by samavaya 

relation in the objects that are perceptible: ata evatindriya(l, 

sattadinamiva pratyak$e$U v(tty-abhavat. 15 The Nyaya-school, on 

the other hand, was not fully conscious of these difficulties, and 

therefore, on the analogy of the perception of non-existence, it held 

that samavaya could also be perceived through the sixth form of 

contact. 

VII Samavaya as One and Eternal 

The category of samavaya having been established, the 

question arises whether it should be regarded as eternal or non

eternal. In the latter case, it would necessarily be multiple, and as it 

would be an effect (karya), the question of its causation would also 

have to be confronted. And, as the category in question is of a 

positive nature, all the three causes will have to be assigned to it. 

In the case of non-existence which is of negative nature, the Nyaya-
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Vaise!;;ika holds that all the three causes are not necessary. The 

operation of nimitta kara(1a alone produces it. 

In order to avoid the difficulties in assigning all the three 

causes to samavaya, it is held to be eternal. A category which is 

beset with many contradictions could only be assumed as eternal. 

Now, if samavaya is eternal, it can be one, for endless eternal 

samavayas, each concerned with endless non-eternal effect-objects, 

would present many difficulties. 

The samavaya is thus held to be eternal and one. But also 

some objections are raised. Prasastapada refers to an objection: If 

samavaya is one, the samavaya of dravyatva (the universal of 

substance) and that of gu(1atva (the universal of quality) being the 

same, the universal dravyatva will reside in the qualities also and 

gu(1atva in the substances also. This objection is the problem of 

padartha-sarhkara-prasa(1ga. To this Prasastapada replies as 

follows: Although dravyatva and gu(1atva have the same relation as 

samavaya, there is the difference of potentiality of manifestation 

( vyailgya-vyaifjaka-saktt) 16 , on account of which there will be a 

restriction in the relation of the container and the contained (adhara 

and adheya). 

SrTdhara adds that the potentiality of manifesting dravyatva 

resides only in substances, and therefore, the universal dravyatva 

will reside by samavaya relation only in substances and nowhere 

else: dravye$U eve dravyatvarh samavaiti nanyatra (Nyaya 

Kandalt). 17 It would mean that besides the universal dravyatva 

which resides in a substance, there is another attribute called "the 

potentiality of manifesting dravyatva" which also resides in 

substances side by side dravyatva. This shows how the exponents 

of Nyaya-Vaise!;;ika were apt to any number of bold assumptions to 
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meet a difficult situation. Obviously, the answer of Prasastapada to 

the objection in question is not convincing at all. Visvanatha, in his 

Nyaya-Siddhanta-Muktavali , meets the objection that samavaya 

being one, the samavaya of colour should be present in the air also, 

by pointing out: "Although the samavaya of colour is present in the 

air, yet there is no colour in the air. "18 Uddyotakara speaks of 

samavaya as vyapaka in the Nyaya- vartika, which can only mean 

all-pervading, or omnipresent in the sense of vibhu parima(1a. 

The problem, however, is, if air has no colour, there can be no 

cognition of colour. But all this is mere verbal jugglery. How can 

samavaya of colour be conceived without the presence of colour? 

The samavaya being eternal and one, the question arises 

whether it is omnipresent also. The question arises in connection 

with the universal also. The view called sarva-sarva-gata va syat is 

stated in the Nyaya Manjari, as against the view pint;ia-sarvagata. 19 

In respect of samavaya such distinctions are seldom made in the 

treatises, nor are the answers to objections clearly defined. The 

universals are endless in number, and therefore, the question of 

omnipresence arises with reference to all of the individual 

universals. If the omnipresence of everyone of the endless 

individual universals can be contemplated, there is greater reason 

to accept the omnipresence of samavaya, which is one and which 

operates not only in the case of all universals, but also in the cases 

of vi5e$as, movements, qualities and substances, which are endless 

in number. If samavaya, besides being eternal and one, is accepted 

as omnipresent also, objection against the theory of samavaya, 

namely, that a relation between two inseparables is inconceivable, 

becomes even more impressive. For, it is not only a relation 

between two inseparables, but also a relation as eternal and 

omnipresent. 
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VIII Definition of Ayutasiddhi 

The problem of the nature or definition of inseparableness lies 

at the root of the theory of samavtiya and it requires some 

elucidation. 

Obviously, any two entities which cannot be separated and 

are always found as if blended together are said to be inseparable 

(ayuta-siddha). But there are difficulties about it. Every object, for 

instance, is inseparable from all-pervading things like ether, space 

or time, but the relation between them is not that of samavaya, and 

therefore, they cannot be regarded as inseparables or ayuta

siddhas. The Nyaya-Vaise~ika thus confronts the problem of finding 

a definition of ayuta-siddhi. It was defined negatively, i.e., by 

defining separable-ness or yuta-siddhi. The definition of yuta-siddhi 

is not given by Prasastapada in the course of his preliminary 

treatment of samavaya and in the course of the examination of 

samavtiya at the end of his treatise; but it occurs under the topic of 

disconnection ( vibhtiga). 

It is held that the disconnection of cause and non-cause 

brings about the disconnection of effect and non-effect: 

kara(laktira(la- vibhtigat or ktiryaktirya-vibhtiga/J. For instance, 

when, on account of motion, one's hand is disconnected from a 

point of ether, this disconnection produces the disconnection of the 

body also from that point of other. According to the Nyaya

Vai5e$ika theory, disconnection of the hand from a particular point 

of ether is not the same thing as disconnection of the body from 

that point. They are two separate entities, the former being the 

cause of the latter. Here, the hand being a part of the body is the 

cause, and the body being the whole is its effect. The disconnection 
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between the hand (cause) and ether (non-cause) brings about the 

disconnection between the body (effect) and ether (non-effect). 

This means that when the hand moves and produces its 

disconnection from ether, the body does not move with it. An 

objection is raised that inasmuch as the body is inherent 

(samaveta, i.e., subsisting by samavaya relation) in its part, the 

hand, the two are inseparable (ayuta-siddha) and, therefore, they 

should move together, otherwise it would lead to the separable

ness of the two. Prasastapada says that the objection in question 

has been raised because the real nature of inseparable-ness has not 

been understood: yutasiddhido$aprasangaf:1 iti. na. yuta

siddhyaparijiianat 20 • He then proceeds to define "inseparable-ness" 

(ayuta-siddht) negatively by defining separable-ness (yuta-siddht). 

As inherent relation (samavaya) obtains in both eternal and non

eternal objects, inseparable-ness will also be present in both kinds 

of objects. Prasastapada could not find a common definition of 

separable-ness which may be applicable to both the eternal and non 

eternal objects. He gives two different definitions of separable-ness, 

one for the eternal and the other for non-eternal objects. 

Separable-ness of the two eternal things has been defined by 

Prasastapada as the potentiality of both or any of them to have 

separate movement: sa punrdvayoranyatarasya va prthaggatima

ttvam.21 The phrase "separate movement" or p(thag gatimattvam 

has been explained by SrTdhara as the movement which is the 

cause of connection or disconnection of two objects: paraspara

samyoga- vibhaga-hetubhiJta-karma (Nyaya Kandali). For example, 

in the case of two eternal entities like ether and atom, the latter 

possesses the movement which is the cause of its connection with 

or disconnection from ether, and, therefore, ether and atom are 

separable (yuta-siddhas). The mutual relation, therefore, of ether 

and atom, or that of two atoms cannot be called to be of inherence. 
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But in the case, an atom and its qualities, the atom does not 

possess the movement which can be the cause of their connection 

or disconnection, and hence they are not separable, i.e., they are 

inseparable or ayuta-siddhas; and the relation between them is, 

therefore, that of samavaya. 

In the case of non-eternal entities, the separable-ness has 

been defined as inherence in separate substrata, yutesu asrayesu 

samavaya(l 22 • For example, a piece of cloth and a jar have their 

inherence in separate substrata, viz., their parts, the threads and 

the pot-shreds, and, therefore, the cloth and the jar are separable, 

and their relation is not that of inherence. 

Here the question arises why should there be two different 

definitions, one of separable-ness of eternal objects and the other 

for that of the non-eternal ones. The former definition, i.e., one or 

both of the related objects having the potentiality of separate 

movements is applicable in the case of non-eternal objects also. For 

example, a piece of cloth and a jar can have separate movements. 

But Prasastapada points out a case of non-eternal objects to which 

that definition does not apply. For instance, the sense-organ of 

touch (skin) and the body are held to be two separate objects 

whose relation is not that of inherence, samavaya but that of 

sarhyoga. Senses are not held to be parts of the body. Yet they 

cannot have separate movements. Hence, there arises the necessity 

of a separate definition which may cover all the cases of non-eternal 

objects. The new definition, viz., inherence in separate substrata is 

applicable to the sense-organs of touch and the body which have 

inherence in separate substrata, viz., their respective constituent 

parts. As for the definition of separable-ness of non-eternals, it is 

obviously not applicable to eternal objects, for the latter do not 

inhere in any substrata at all. 
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It may be pointed out that the definition of separable-ness 

(yuta-siddhl) as inherence in separate substrata is logically 

defective, because the word separate or yuta in the definition of 

separable-ness, yuta-siddhi, should not have been used. Secondly, 

the words 'separate substrata' are important words in the definition. 

They cannot mean 'different substrata' because in that case 

separable-ness will exist in the case of threads and cloth also. Their 

substrata, according to the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika theory, are different; 

the cloth resides in threads and the threads in their constituent 

parts, viz., the fibres of cotton or arhsus. Sridhara, therefore, 

amends the definition and says that separable-ness in the case of 

non-eternals in the inherence of one of the related objects in a 

different substratum of such a kind as excludes (even indirectly) the 

subsistance of the other there from: paraspara-parihare(1ana 

prthgasrasrayitvam sa yayornasti tavayutasiddhou, tayol} 

sambi;Jndhal} samavayaf}23 (Nyaya Kanda/1). In the example of 

threads and cloth, although they subsist in their different substrata, 

as stated above, one of them (threads) subsist in its parts, viz., the 

fibres of cotton, which (indirect) subsistence of cloth cannot be 

excluded. Here the cloth subsists in threads which subsist in the 

fibers of cotton. 

It appears that so far as material substances are concerned, 

their separable-ness, as amended by Srldhara, is reduced to this: 

such material objects as occupy two different points of space are 

separable. For instance, the cloth and the jar occupy two different 

points of space, and, therefore, they are separable, but the threads 

and the cloth (though, according to the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika theory, 

they are two different corporeal substances) occupy the same 

space, and therefore, they are not separable. But the Nyaya

Vai5e$ika speaks of a material object having its substratum or 

abode (adhara or desa), not in space, but only in its inherent cause 

(samavayi-kara(1a). The Buddhist, in conformity with modern 
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science, holds that a characteristic of matter (nJpa) is its 

impenetrability (sapratighatva) which means that space occupied by 

one material object cannot, at the same time, be occupied by 

another24 • The Nyaya-Vai5e$ika, on the other hand, says with regard 

to four kinds of material substances (karya dravyas, earth, water, 

etc.) that their occupying of the same place (samana-desata) is 

precluded in the sense that only one material object can subsist by 

inherent relation, or samavaya in the same substratum. For 

example, cloth subsists in its cause, the threads, by samavaya 

relation, and therefore, no other material object can subsist in the 

same threads by the same relation: dravya(lam ekatra samavayena 

sa mana desatam vyasedhama(l ( Nyaya vartika- tatparya-tika by 

Vacaspati Misra). But so far do the threads and the cloth occupy the 

same space, but the inherent cause of the threads (fibres of cotton 

called arhsus) and the inherent cause of the latter and so on up to 

dva(lukas, a whole series of material objects in the form of cause 

and effect-occupy the same space. It will, thus, appear that matter, 

as it is understood the Buddhist, is altogether excluded from the 

domain of the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika metaphysics. 

II 

We now propose to reiterate some of the observations made 

earlier, and add a few more comparative points with a view to 

having an overview of the domain of thoughts concerning 

samavaya. 

Admission or non-admission of samavaya has been epistemic 

as well as ontological bone of contention amongst the philosophers 

of various persuasions. The Buddhists raised critical points with 

regard to not admitting the concept of relation in general, and 

samavaya in particular. Apropos of their ontological position, 

physical objects are non-eternal, and hence samavaya viewed as 
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nitya could not be endorsed by them. Dharmakirti's critique of 

relation in the chapter on Sambandhaparik$8 in the 

Prama(lavarttika is a case in point. He argues that since all entities 

are momentary, and moments have separate modes of existence 

along with other moments, how can a relation bind two disparate 

entities? A relation is, hence, a conceptual fiction set up by our 

minds, and does not enjoy an objective reality at all. 25 It also follows 

that the knowledge of relation is unreal. It can neither be affirmed 

on the strength of perception, nor is it available as anumiti. 

Santarak~ita puts forward a refutation of samavaya in his 

Tattvasarhgraha, by arguing that even though one relation is 

destroyed, the relation cannot at all be said to persist. 

The Vedantins of the Sarhkara's school are anti-samavaya 

thinkers. They too refuse to endorse the existence of samavaya as 

an objective entity. Even the Mlmarhsakas, both the Bhattas and 

the Prabhakaras, do not admit samavaya as an independent 

category that may be said to be one, eternal and ayutasiddha. The 

Bhattas are uncompromisingly against the category status of 

samavaya. Some concession is of course made by the Prabhakaras. 

They do admit samavaya as a category, though not eternal. The 

only relation they endorse is that of identity-cum-difference or 

tadatmya. 

As per the Sarhkhya view there obtains a catalytic or sannidhi 

relation between prakrti and puru$a, both of which are eternal 

objects or tattvas. Nor are they eternally related. Their ontological 

duality constitutes kaivalya, the end of the evolutionary cycle. 

The Jainas go a long way with Nyaya in admitting samavaya 

as an objective entity, where they do differ is in not agreeing to 

consider the relation as nitya independently of its relata. For the 

Jainas, no relation can be properly so-called without the terms it 
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relates. Apart from this partial admission of samavaya, their 

arguments resemble that of the Buddhists and the Vedantins. 

It is possible to ask now: why should the philosophers refuse 

to endorse or admit samavaya in the Nyaya-Vai5e$ika fashion? 

What is their logical compulsion? Are they constrained by their 

ontological or metaphysical presuppositions and commitments? 

The Buddhist view of the world as constituted by momentarily 

arising and perishing elements precludes the possibility of admitting 

any relation whatsoever. Nor can any relation subsist with 

momentary relata. This is the problem of metaphysics. Contrarily, 

the Nyaya-Vaise$ika view is realism, and its architectonic is 

structured in terms of objectively existing entities. Accordingly, for 

it, samavaya is nitya and one. It may be said that any pluralistic 

system will have to admit relations, either tadatmya, or samyoga or 

samavaya. The Buddhists cannot admit samavaya on the ground of 

their own metaphysics. When they offer a critique of relations, they 

do it by arguing at cross purposes. The concept of nitya is foreign to 

the Buddhist's vocabulary. 

When the Vedantins of Samkara's school argue against 

samavaya (they do indeed admit samyoga in the domain of 

vyavaharika satt§) they are under the shadow of their own 

metaphysical presuppositions. For them, plurality is a fiction. The 

unity and eternality of Brahman is the material cause of the vivarta 

or jagat. The two-fold reality (sattti) strata, vyavaharika and 

paramarthika fall apart or one is sub-lated into the other. How are 

the two related? The answer is that the vyavaharika is 

superimposed on the paramarthika substratum. Since only one of 

the reality strata exists, i.e., the paramarthika, the vyavaharika is 

only an appearance, analogically similar to the illusory snake 

misperceived in the place of the rope, there cannot be any relation 
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between the nitya and the anitya modes of being. For Nyaya

Vaise~ika, samavaya subsists between two real existents. This 

condition is hardly even fulfilled by Vedanta premises. Monism 

coupled with anti-pluralism, make for Vedanta, admission of 

samavaya logically impossible. 

We have seen that Mlmamsa in both of its forms, Bhatta and 

Prabhakara, entertains no such relation that may be at the same 

time one, eternal and ayutasiddha. Prabhakara questions the 

property of nityatva, while Kumarlla rejects the relation outright. 

And when who evanescent relata come together, the relation too is 

bound to be evanescent as well. This is what Santarak~ita had 

argued: of the two relata if one is annihilated, where does 

samavaya exist? The relation itself goes out of existence. 

Prabhakara further added that samavaya can be admitted only on 

the condition of gaurava. Whenever one admits eternality of a 

relation, there occurs samavaya, and it is so justified, and whenever 

one says that a relation is evanescent, there is sarflyoga. 

Prabhakara invests the relation with a dual role. 

The Bhattas in admitting samavaya switches over to the 

relation interpreted as identity-cum-difference. But can they as 

realists do away with samavaya altogether? Will their ontology allow 

it? As per their relation are they not obliged to endorse the relation? 

But there are realists elsewhere as Moore and Russell who deny 

internal relation in favour of external relation. Whatever it is, one 

notices that a Bhatta endorses the relation of difference in 

consonance with Prabhakaras and Naiyayikas on one hand, and the 

relation of identity like the Buddhists and the Advaitins. His 

arguments against samavaya are based upon idealistic premises on 

one side, and realism on the other. This double dealing puts alleged 

realism of the Bhattas in philosophical jeopardy. 
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The point that now emerges is that the Mlmamsakas partially 

concur with Nyaya-Vai5e$ika in holding that there exists a type of 

relation between two inseparable entities. Again, in as much as they 

subscribe to svata/Jpramal)yavada, i.e., knowledge is directly 

apprehended in perception, to encounter a coloured jar is to 

perceive it either as a jar or along with its property of being 

coloured. To say so is to imply partial apprehension of the given 

object, while the relation between the jar and its colour is indeed a 

direct cognition. A red apple, said Bradley, is red all over. The 

Mlmamsa view, in terms of its ontology is ill-equipped to explain 

samavaya, and can only have recourse to tadatmya instead. 

As for Samkhya dualism of puru$a and prakrti, both are 

eternal tattvas and are mutually exclusive. Speaking ontologically, 

puru$a is so defined as to be impotent to undertake any creative 

adventure, though conceit and forever has its being in freedom. 

Contrariwise, prakrti, though nitya, is inert and inconsceint. The 

alleged causality constitutes in their coming together (sannidhi or 

sahitya). Puru$a does not at all act upon prak(ti. There subsists no 

causal relation worth the name between them, even though 

Samkhya holds on to paril)amavada. The effect preexists in its own 

cause; there is no upadana karal)a properly so-called. Between the 

two eternally valid and ever distinct tattvas there does not obtain 

any samavaya. 

Samavaya has been a distinct feature of Nyaya-Vai5e$ika 

ontology, and charted a path in metaphysics as well. Apart from 

sarhyoga, samavaya is a unique relation, and may be said to be 

"the cement of the universe", to borrow the phrase from J.L. 

Mackie. The two relata are nitya independently of the being or non

being (abhava) of the relata. In no other system of Indian thought, 

samavaya belongs to the set of eternal substances like samanya. 

Even then these are not relationally independent; they require some 
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relation in order to get related with other relation. How can jati and 

vyakti be related without samavaya? All positive padarthas are 

supervised by samavaya, which, of course, can stand by itself. 

Samavaya indeed is the cement of the universe, for whenever 

creation begins, samavaya relates; creation cannot take place 

unless action is initiated in the atom by samavaya. It is relation per 

excellence. Even Sarhkhya, as absorbed in Tantra endorsed 

samavaya in the conception of Ardhanarisvara, the biunity of the 

primal causes of creation. 
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